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The Writer's Creative Workbook
"James Victore is a dangerous man. His ideas on
optimizing your creativity, doing wow work and
building a life that inspires will devastate your limits.
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And show you
how to win. Read this book fast."
—Robin Sharma, #1 bestselling author of The Monk
Who Sold His Ferrari Begin before you're ready.
Renowned designer and professional hell-raiser James
Victore wants to drag you off your couch and throw
you headfirst into a life of bold creativity. He'll guide
you through all the twists, trials, and triumphs of
starting your creative career, from finding your voice
to picking the right moment to start a project (hint:
It's now). Bring your biggest, craziest, most
revolutionary ideas, and he will give you the kick in
the pants you need to make them real. No matter
what industry or medium you work in, this book will
help you live, work, and create freely and fearlessly.
Here are some dangerous ideas: • The things that
made you weird as a kid make you great today. •
Work is serious play. • Your ego can't dance. • The
struggle is everything. • Freedom is something you
take. • There ain't no rules. Take a risk. Try them out.
Live dangerously. More praise for Feck Perfuction: "In
James Victore's new book, he unequivocally proves
why he is the master he is. In every chapter, he
challenges and inspires the reader to reach for more,
to try harder and to create our best selves. It is a
magnificent and momentous experience. (All true)."
—Debbie Millman, Host Design Matters "James Victore
got famous creating tough posters that shook me to
the core. He now does the same using the written
word. To you." —Stefan Sagmeister, designer

Find Your Artistic Voice
This is a creative workbook for individuals who want
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to explore their
relationship with food and their bodies
in a new way. It is based on the idea that art is one of
the most powerful inroads to psychological healing
through the fostering self-expression, insight, and
empowerment. Creativity connects us to our inner
voice; healing occurs when we listen.Written by boardcertified art psychotherapists, the pages of this
workbook literally serve as a canvas for thoughts and
feelings ¿spoken¿ primarily through art and
elaborated upon through writing. Readers are
encouraged to draw, write, and create directly in the
book. These images, symbols, and journal entries
then become a ¿personal signature¿ that can be
accessed and explored to resolve any obstacles to
emotional well-being. Fifty-eight expressive art
projects and corresponding written exercises lead
readers through specific stages of self-discovery
related to disordered eating patterns, body image
issues, relationships, life skills, emotions, self love,
and personal transformation. These various tasks can
be completed independently, in conjunction with
individual therapy, in a treatment facility or self-help
group, or in an educational setting. A list of basic,
inexpensive materials is provided.This workbook is
appropriate not only for individuals who are seeking
answers to a variety of issues with food and weight,
but also for the professionals who want innovative
materials to use with clients in the recovery process.

Writing and the Spiritual Life
Silence the Voice of Self Doubt “Banish Your Inner
Critic provides knowledge, insight, tools and practice
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potential." ?Rebecca Stockley, Co-Founder of BATS
Improv in San Francisco CA Are you ready to boost
your personal productivity—minus the fear and
loathing? Are you ready to Banish Your Inner Critic
and unleash the creative ideas and personal
productivity within you? Help is on the way! Blocked
creative ideas. Everybody has one, an inner critic that
tells you that others have more talent, you’re just
faking it, and that you’ll never have those great
creative ideas that seem just out of reach. This inner
critic is a subconscious deterrent that stands between
the seeds of great creative ideas and the fruits of
achievement. It afflicts us with a mental block as
deadlines approach, makes us so afraid of being
judged that we hold ourselves back and don’t share
our expertise, forces us to question our ability to learn
ideas and technologies quickly; and makes us doubt,
discount, and kill our ideas before they see the light
of day. Find a world of creative ideas. Denise Jacobs is
a speaker, author and creativity evangelist who
speaks at web conferences and consults with tech
companies worldwide. As the Founder and Chief
Creativity Evangelist of "The Creative Dose", she
teaches techniques to make the creative process
more fluid, how to make work environments more
conducive to personal productivity, and practices for
sparking innovation. Now, in Banish Your Inner Critic,
Denise Jacobs shows you how to defeat barriers that
are holding you back and achieve success through a
positive mental attitude. Banish Your Inner Critic and:
Identify and quiet the voice of self-doubt Master three
powerful practices to transform how you relate to
yourself and your creativity Generate more creative
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ideas than ever
before If you’re a fan of books such as
The Artist’s Way or The War of Art, you should read
Banish Your Inner Critic.

Creative Pep Talk
Inside the mind of every writer a story exists, and it is
the writer's job to find it. But according to poet and
teacher Patrice Vecchione, it's only when writers tap
into their own spirituality, in whatever form, that
they'll be able to find their true voices and release
their stories. In the tradition of Anne Lamott's bestselling Bird by Bird, and Julia Cameron's The Right to
Write, Writing and the Spiritual Life interweaves the
remarks of prominent writers such as Annie Dillard
and Joy Marjo with easy-to-follow writing activities.

Hashtag Authentic
If you are a parent - Girl Lost is an excellent primer on
the basics of your child's eating disorder. It gives you
invaluable insight into your child's internal battle and
into the eating disorder she is battling. It is vital you
understand the dynamics going on between her and
the illness so you can confront the eating disorder
thinking and behavior. This life and death information
will empower you so you can help her get better. The
other reason this book is for you, the parent; is it is
like a letter you can give your child about what she is
experiencing. It is written specifically to her by an
objective person; so she may be more open if she has
reacted defensively with you who most love her. Girl
Lost will help her be more objective about her illness
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is learning it is not her fault. It will also
show her the eating disorder is not just about whether
or not she will attend an appointment but how she
wants to live the rest of her life. If you are a
professional - I always wished I'd had something
attractive, simple and educational to send home with
each new client. I was never able to find anything that
met this need satisfactorily. This desire was one of
the purposes for Girl Lost. It is supposed to be a quick
and easy read to increase the chance your client will
actually read it. Girl Lost will give you and your client
a common and immediate language to ground you in
your early work together. If you are a young person If someone handed you this little book and asked you
to read it, chances are you have a battle going on in
your mind about food. How severe the battle I don't
know, but most likely something isn't quite right. If
you relate to the title at all Girl Lost: Finding Your
Voice Through Eating Disorder Recovery; then you
may feel like you have lost your own voice. The voice
you hear most now is in your head and it may be
mostly about food. If someone has taken the time to
research, find this book and order it they must love
and care about you. My guess is it took a lot of
courage for them to give it to you because they don't
want to upset you. I would encourage you to read it
and try to have an open mind and heart. Its a quick
and easy read and you'll learn a lot whether you are
already getting help for eating issues or not. If you
aren't getting help, or haven't been willing to;
minimally you will understand yourself better and why
you think and feel the way you do sometimes. This
book isn't just about whether or not you get or receive
help. It is not only about appointments you choose or
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choose not to
attend. It is about how you want to
spend the rest of your life. How you want to feel, what
you want to do, who you want to be with, and who
you are going to be as a person. It will challenge
whether or not you want to live a bigger life or stay
within the confines of the tiny, tunnel vision life of an
eating disorder. It will ask you to listen to your own
voice as you ponder the questions, "What do you
want?" and "Who am I?" It will remind you, yes the
eating disorder has a voice; but so do you. You have a
voice that is too, too quiet because the eating
disorder is too, too loud. If you listen carefully you will
hear what your voice is saying. The bigger question
than will you listen is; what will you do with what you
hear?

Finding Voice
The Writer’s Creative Workbook is a practical and
insightful guide into the joyful craft of mindful writing.
Focusing on the transformative process of writing and
conscious creativity, this beautifully illustrated partmanual, part-journal explores the holistic value of
writing for writing’s sake. Author Joy Kenward invites
story-tellers, poets, travel-writers, journalists and
letter-writers – in fact anyone curious about the
ancient wisdom of mindfulness and its relevance to
the modern creative voice – to embrace affirmations,
meditations and Buddhist wisdom. With practical
exercises and astute notes on dissolving creative
block, planning, time, and caring for your words, this
is a must-have companion to help any creative
wordsmith flow, flourish, and be mindful.
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5 Voices
You/Poet
Write fearlessly. Write what is true and real to
you.Bestselling, award-winning author Angie Thomas
brings her talents to this essential creative writing
journal. From initial idea to finished draft, Angie
shares her thoughts, advice and best practices on
developing a true-to-you writing project.Packed full of
step-by-step tips, writing prompts and exercises for:·
Discovering story ideas · Creating memorable
characters · Realizing your setting · Shaping your
story · Getting feedback from others · And more!With
24 illustrated inspirational quotes from Angie's
acclaimed novels The Hate U Give and On the Come
Up, and plenty of blank pages for your own words,
Find Your Voice will ignite your creativity and help you
bring your own unique stories to life. A must-have for
aspiring writers and Angie fans.

Art, Inc.
"If you are looking for words to express what you are
thinking, feeling, and dreaming, this journal is for you.
Whether you're a budding wordsmith or a writer-ish
type, these pages gently prompt you to collect words,
put them together in unexpected ways, and see
where they take you. May they spark new ideas,
poems, and stories to fuel your passion for words!" -Back cover.
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Conscious Creativity
Langley, knows how important it is to find your voice
and explore your passions. When he did, his life
changed! In this soul rattling manifesto, he delivers
the untold truth about why it’s so important to
express yourself. This is this perfect call to arms for
anyone wanting to unleash their creative spirit, or
simply find the confidence to do something different.
A humorous and quirky mix of anecdotes, insights,
illustrations and inspirational quotes, Find Your
Creative Mojo is the perfect companion for any
aspiring creative soul. This is the book that people will
want to pick up again and again to inspire them to
find their creative voice, or even just to take that first
brave step. Life will never be the same after reading
Find Your Creative Mojo.

Girl Lost
Serious working artists are the intended audience of
this collection of short essays that clarify common
expressive and personal problems that many artists
encounter, including the fear of being clichéd, the
desire to convey truth in art, and the frustration
behind trying to find an authentic voice. These
crippling fears are laid to rest through insightful
discussions of personal experiences, the struggles of
famous artists, and the rewards of producing art that
comes from an authentic creative core. Providing
sensitive reassurances that these struggles are
normal, these essays encourage artists to focus on
the development of their crafts and find inspiration to
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Life Lessons
In his New York Times bestseller Steal Like an Artist,
Austin Kleon showed readers how to unlock their
creativity by “stealing” from the community of other
movers and shakers. Now, in an even more forwardthinking and necessary book, he shows how to take
that critical next step on a creative journey—getting
known. Show Your Work! is about why generosity
trumps genius. It’s about getting findable, about using
the network instead of wasting time “networking.” It’s
not self-promotion, it’s self-discovery—let others into
your process, then let them steal from you. Filled with
illustrations, quotes, stories, and examples, Show
Your Work! offers ten transformative rules for being
open, generous, brave, productive. In chapters such
as You Don’t Have to Be a Genius; Share Something
Small Every Day; and Stick Around, Kleon creates a
user’s manual for embracing the communal nature of
creativity— what he calls the “ecology of talent.”
From broader life lessons about work (you can’t find
your voice if you don’t use it) to the etiquette of
sharing—and the dangers of oversharing—to the
practicalities of Internet life (build a good domain
name; give credit when credit is due), it’s an inspiring
manifesto for succeeding as any kind of artist or
entrepreneur in the digital age.

The Woman's Book of Creativity
Discusses how to render everyday moments and
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challenges into
opportunities for spiritual growth,
describing how to build a traditional spiritual life on
top of a modern routine by engaging in short
meditations and mindfulness.

The Fear Index
You don't have to starve to be an artist. Build a career
doing what you love. In this practical guide,
professional artist Lisa Congdon reveals the many
ways you can earn a living by making art—through
illustration, licensing, fine art sales, print sales,
teaching, and beyond. Including industry advice from
such successful art-world pros as Nikki McClure, Mark
Hearld, Paula Scher, and more, Art, Inc. will equip you
with the tools—and the confidence—to turn your
passion into a profitable business. LEARN HOW TO: •
Set actionable goals • Diversify your income •
Manage your bookkeeping • Copyright your work •
Promote with social media • Build a standout website
• Exhibit with galleries • Sell and price your work •
License your art • Acquire an agent • And much more

Classroom Exercises for
Entrepreneurship
By inviting women to accept and nurture their own
inherent ability to express their talents, the author
offers guidance that can help to transform any
woman's life from one of self-imposed limits to one of
infinite freedom.

Creative Calling
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From the bestselling author of Linchpin, Tribes, and
The Dip comes an elegant little book that will inspire
artists, writers, and entrepreneurs to stretch and
commit to putting their best work out into the world.
Creative work doesn't come with a guarantee. But
there is a pattern to who succeeds and who doesn't.
And engaging in the consistent practice of its pursuit
is the best way forward. Based on the breakthrough
Akimbo workshop pioneered by legendary author Seth
Godin, The Practice will help you get unstuck and find
the courage to make and share creative work. Godin
insists that writer's block is a myth, that consistency
is far more important than authenticity, and that
experiencing the imposter syndrome is a sign that
you're a well-adjusted human. Most of all, he shows
you what it takes to turn your passion from a private
distraction to a productive contribution, the one
you've been seeking to share all along. With this book
as your guide, you'll learn to dance with your fear. To
take the risks worth taking. And to embrace the
empathy required to make work that contributes with
authenticity and joy.

The Blue Songbird
At the nexus of high finance and sophisticated
computer programming, a terrifying future may be
unfolding even now. Dr. Alex Hoffmann’s name is
carefully guarded from the general public, but within
the secretive inner circles of the ultrarich he is a
legend. He has developed a revolutionary form of
artificial intelligence that predicts movements in the
financial markets with uncanny accuracy. His hedge
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fund, based in
Geneva, makes billions. But one
morning before dawn, a sinister intruder breaches the
elaborate security of his lakeside mansion, and so
begins a waking nightmare of paranoia and violence
as Hoffmann attempts, with increasing desperation, to
discover who is trying to destroy him. Fiendishly
smart and suspenseful, The Fear Index gives us a
searing glimpse into an all-too-recognizable world of
greed and panic. It is a novel that forces us to
confront the question of what it means to be
human—and it is Robert Harris’s most spellbinding
and audacious novel to date.

The Art of Mindful Singing
In Finding Voice, Kim Berman demonstrates how she
was able to use visual arts training in disenfranchised
communities as a tool for political and social
transformation in South Africa. Using her own
fieldwork as a case study, Berman shows how handson work in the arts with learners of all ages and
backgrounds can contribute to economic stability by
developing new skills, as well as enhancing public
health and gender justice within communities.
Berman's work, and the community artwork her book
documents, present the visual arts as a crucial
channel for citizens to find their individual voices and
to become agents for change in the arenas of human
rights and democracy.

Finding Your Voice
This book of prayers and affirmations by bestselling
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author of The
Artist's Way, Julia Cameron, is full of
inspiration and encouragement. Beautifully packaged,
these pocket prayers are perfect for carrying around
or sharing as a gift. All too often we yearn for a more
spiritual life but tell ourselves it's too difficult. But the
smallest prayer is heard and answered. The simplest
overture meets with a loving response. Each of the
prayers in this book is a starting point. Taken
collectively, they offer an approach to God that is
powerful as well as simple. These prayers not only
allow us to reach out to God, but they allow God to
reach out to us. The book is called Life Lessons
because each entry is a corrective to commonly held
misconceptions of the divine. Like the postures
assumed in hatha yoga, they stretch us gently.
Through these prayers, we learn more of ourselves
and the divine.

The Accidental Creative
This book philosophically and creatively examines
ways in which independent filmmakers may explore,
through practice, the discovery and development of a
personal voice in the making of their films. Filmmaker
and academic, Professor Erik Knudsen, uses a
combination of autoethnographic experience derived
from his own filmmaking practice and new insights
gained from a series of ethnomediaological StoryLab
workshops with independent filmmakers in Malaysia,
Ghana and Colombia to drive this innovative
examination. The book contextualises this practice
exploration within an eclectic psychological and
philosophical framework that ranges from Jungian
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psychological
theories of the collective unconscious to
Sheldrakian scientific theories of morphic resonance,
from Christian mystical ideas about creative
motivation to structuralist theories that underpin our
linguistic understanding of story and narrative. Why
should we create? What is a creative act? This indepth study tackles these questions by examining the
early ideation stages of cinematic expression and
ultimately seeks to understand the practical ways in
which ideas are shaped into stories and narratives.

Storytelling Art Studio
Offering a variety of advice for tapping into your
creative voice, sharing your work online, and honing
your writing skills, You/Poet shows you how to express
yourself creatively through the art of poetry. You may
think that writing poetry requires a specific set of
skills. You may have read books on writing poetry that
were stuffy and full of strict rules and regulations. But
You/Poet proves that all you need to be a poet is the
desire to share your inner thoughts and emotions with
the world. Let HerHeartPoetry—an online poetry
community, Instagram, digital zine, and poetry
press—take you on a journey of self-discovery and
surprise, and show you how to embrace the world of
writing poetry with arms wide open. Writing poetry is
an act of bravery. It’s just you, your thoughts and
feelings, and the words you choose to express them.
You/Poet can help you do just that. With
encouragement and advice on poetry writing basics,
how to identify your unique creative voice, and
prompts and exercises to help you channel your
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emotions through writing, this all-in-one
guide will help you share your talent with the world.

Find Your Creative Mojo
"5 Voices helps leaders know themselves to lead their
team. By discovering your voice and the voices of
those around you, you will learn how to connect,
communicate, and lead every kind of team member.
The 5 Voices of Leadership are: 1. the Pioneer:
focused of future vision and how to win 2. the
Connector: focused on relational networks,
communication, collaboration 3. the Creative: focused
on future, organizational integrity, social conscience
4. the Guardian: focused on tradition, money, and
resources 5. the Nurturer: focused on people, values,
relationships"--

Start With a Word
There comes a time in our lives when it becomes
more painful for us to stay mired in our old habits
than to step outside our comfort zone and risk the
unknown as we journey toward finding our true voice.
Your true voice is the language of authentic
fulfillment, joy and happiness. While speaking your
true voice creativity flows, fears subside, and peace of
mind prevails. Let G. Brian Benson help you find your
true voice while sharing his. Straight from his heart,
all of these stories, poems and thoughts played an
important role in his own personal growth experience.
May they provide a guiding light to areas that are
reawakening inside of you. May they give you
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permission to
move forward, speak your true voice,
and let your inner greatness out so that it may shine
for all to see. It will be the best thing you ever did for
yourself and the world. ----- "Brian's genuine nature
and happiness is what makes him an outstanding
example of what it means to be a man with heart.
He's an authentic writer who is full of creative ideas
that he isn't afraid to see to fruition. Brian's message
is simple, rewarding and attainable " -Kristine Carlson
-Best selling author- "Don't Sweat the Small Stuff"
book series: By Richard and Kristine Carlson ----"Brian's keen ability to listen to his heart to and follow
his intuition has laid the blueprint for all of his
successful projects and has served as an example for
others to follow. In the modern world where the
challenges seem to keep building up and the answers
to those challenges often seem farther and father
away, his guidelines for helping everyone develop
their own ability to listen and follow their inner
wisdom is truly a potent and powerful way to find the
guidance we all need." -Mark Allen - 6x time Hawaiian
Ironman World Champion and author of "Fit Soul, Fit
Body: 9 Keys to a Healthier, Happier You."

Show Your Work!
Entrepreneurship is a creative act with entrepreneurs
creating products, services, jobs, economic
stimulation, culture and more. This creatively written
book offers a wide array of exercises of varied time
requirements for implementation, as well as a
complexity of content. In addition to more traditional
topics, the book serves to enhance students’
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imaginative and
creative abilities so they can
effectively problem-solve and build their creative
entrepreneurial visions. Learning objectives can be
directly implemented into syllabi.

Powers of Two
An artist's unique voice is their calling card. It's what
makes each of their works vital and particular. But
developing such singular artistry requires effort and
persistence. Bestselling author, artist, and illustrator
Lisa Congdon brings her expertise to this guide to the
process of artistic self-discovery. Featuring advice
from Congdon herself and interviews with a roster of
established artists, illustrators, and creatives, this oneof-a-kind book will show readers how to identify and
nurture their own visual identity, navigate the
influence of artists they admire, push through fear
and insecurity, and appreciate the value of their
personal journey.

Imperfect Spirituality
Storytelling Art Studio is the guide that will show you
how to create mixed-media art that tells impactful
stories. It's a creative guide for mining your own life
to manifest imaginary worlds, emotional narratives
and clever characters. Each chapter presents a new
subject--you may paint a tree, collage a landscape or
use sgraffito to create a scene. You will begin with
inspirational warm-up exercises, then learn how to tell
your story with a step-by-step demonstration. You'll
even get to see alternate versions of the piece that
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Creative Authenticity
""Crammed with practical ideas, inspirational images
& creative exercises, Conscious Creativity leads the
reader through the process of establishing what kind
of creative you are" - Mslexia "The purpose of this
book is to enable you to look at things in an
alternative and more substantial way, so that you
arrive at composition through genuine interest." Juno magazine “Philippa Stanton is passionate about
people connecting to their innate creativity and has
distilled these incredible techniques and ideas on how
we can tap into that. Philippa is a massively
successful Instagramer at @5ftinf and yet she is only
too aware how these little two dimensional squares
can limit our experiences and restrict our creativity,
so it’s not without a little irony that she’s written a
book to encourage people to step away from their
screens and connect more with the 3D world. It’s a
fascinating subject and I wholeheartedly recommend
the book for anyone who’s working in the creative
industry or is curious about the world around them." Sophie Robinson (DIY SOS, the Great British Interior
Design Challenge, This Morning) How often do you
notice the texture of a painted wall or the scent of a
friend’s house and, importantly, how they make you
feel? Connect your observations and your emotions
and transform your creative practice with this
essential toolbox packed full of exercises, tips,
stunning images and personal experiences from
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dynamic artist
Philippa Stanton. There is creativity in
all of us, but it can easily be buried beneath our
everyday concerns, or need a spark to bring it back to
life. Whether you’ve lost your mojo or just need some
fresh ideas, artist and photographer Philippa
Stanton’s lively guide will stimulate your imagination
and reinvigorate your creative life. Conscious
Creativity will help you fully appreciate what is around
you, opening all your senses to the beauty you may
not notice every day, and showing you how to capture
it. Simple, engaging exercises that encourage
observation and experimentation will give you an
insight into your own aesthetics as you take a
conscious step to note the colours, shapes, shadows,
sounds and textures that fill your world and how they
make you feel. Bursting with practical ideas and
inspirational images, Conscious Creativity shows you
how to unlock your potential, learn to use your natural
curiosity and take a leap into the most creative time
of your life.

A Dream About Lightning Bugs
"In her coaching and programs for women, Tara Mohr
saw how women were "playing small" in their lives
and careers, were frustrated by it, and wanted to
"play bigger." She has devised a proven way for them
to achieve their dreams by playing big from the inside
out."--Amazon.com.

The Practice
Life isn’t about “finding” fulfillment and success – it’s
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about creating
it. Why then has creativity been given
a back seat in our culture? No longer. Creativity is a
force inside every person that, when unleashed,
transforms our lives and delivers vitality to everything
we do. Establishing a creative practice is therefore
our most valuable and urgent task - as important to
our well-being as exercise or nutrition. The good
news? Renowned artist, author, and CreativeLive
founder, Chase Jarvis, reminds us that creativity isn't
a skill—it's a habit available to everyone: beginners
and lifelong creators, entrepreneurs to executives,
astronauts to zookeepers, and everyone in between.
Through small, daily actions we can supercharge our
innate creativity and rediscover our personal power in
life. Whether your ambition is a creative career,
completing a creative project, or simply cultivating a
creative mindset, Creative Calling will unlock your
potential via Jarvis’s memorable “IDEA” system: ·
Imagine your big dream, whatever you want to
create—or become—in this world. · Design a daily
practice that supports that dream—and a life of
expression and transformation. · Execute on your
ambitious plans and make your vision real. · Amplify
your impact through a supportive community you’ll
learn to grow and nurture.

Sky Above Clouds
Through their scientific research and clinical practice,
husband and wife team Gene D. Cohen and Wendy L.
Miller uncovered new clues about how the aging mind
can build resilience and continue growth, even during
times of grave illness, thus setting aside the
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traditional paradigm
Cohen, considered one of the founding fathers of
geriatric psychiatry, describes what happens to the
brain as it ages and the potential that is often
overlooked. Miller, an expressive arts therapist and
educator, highlights stories of creative growth in the
midst of illness and loss encountered through her
clinical practice. Together, Cohen and Miller show that
with the right tools, the uncharted territory of aging
and illness can, in fact, be navigated. In this book, the
reader finds the real story of not only Cohen's belief in
potential, but also how he and his family creatively
used it in facing his own serous health challenges.
With Miller's insights and expressive psychological
writing, Sky Above Clouds tells the inside story of how
attitude, community, creativity, and love shape a life,
with or without health, even to our dying. Cohen and
Miller draw deeply on their own lessons learned as
they struggle through aging, illness, and loss within
their own family and eventually Cohen's own untimely
death. What happens when the expert on aging
begins to age? And what happens when the therapist
who helps others cope with illness and loss is forced
to confront her own responses to these experiences?
The result is a richly informative and emotional
journey of growth.

Banish Your Inner Critic
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the genredefying icon Ben Folds comes a memoir that is as
nuanced, witty, and relatable as his cult-classic songs.
“A Dream About Lightning Bugs reads like its author:
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intelligent, curious,
as hell.”—Sara Bareilles NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR AND PASTE Ben Folds is
a celebrated American singer-songwriter, beloved for
songs such as “Brick,” “You Don’t Know Me,” “Rockin’
the Suburbs,” and “The Luckiest,” and is the former
frontman of the alternative rock band Ben Folds Five.
But Folds will be the first to tell you he’s an
unconventional icon, more normcore than hardcore.
Now, in his first book, Folds looks back at his life so
far in a charming and wise chronicle of his artistic
coming of age, infused with the wry observations of a
natural storyteller. In the title chapter, “A Dream
About Lightning Bugs,” Folds recalls his earliest
childhood dream—and realizes how much it
influenced his understanding of what it means to be
an artist. In “Measure Twice, Cut Once” he learns to
resist the urge to skip steps during the creative
process. In “Hall Pass” he recounts his 1970s North
Carolina working-class childhood, and in “Cheap
Lessons” he returns to the painful life lessons he
learned the hard way—but that luckily didn’t kill him.
In his inimitable voice, both relatable and thoughtprovoking, Folds digs deep into the life experiences
that shaped him, imparting hard-earned wisdom
about both art and life. Collectively, these stories
embody the message Folds has been singing about
for years: Smile like you’ve got nothing to prove,
because it hurts to grow up, and life flies by in
seconds. Praise for A Dream About Lightning Bugs
“Besides being super talented, and an incredibly
poignant and multifaceted musician, Ben Folds is a
fantastic author. I couldn’t put this book down—and
not just because I taped it to my hand. Ben takes us
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and into his process from the very
beginnings of his childhood to where he is today—one
of the greatest musicians and writers that has ever
graced the art.”—Bob Saget

Finding Your Voice Through Creativity
The creator of a leading business podcast by the
same name outlines a practical method for tapping
one's creative potential in order to generate effective
ideas without undue stress, providing coverage of
such strategies as beginning with an end goal in mind
and managing energy efficiently. 20,000 first printing.

Art Lab for Kids: Express Yourself
In Hashtag Authentic, social media guru Sara Tasker
provides tips, advice, and guidance on how to turn
your personal Instagram account into a profitable
creative outlet. Since setting up her Instagram
account (@me_and_orla) while on maternity leave in
2013, Sara has become a celebrated influencer and
iPhoneographer, and through her calm, atmospheric,
and authentic style has garnered legions of followers.
Here, Sara presents the lessons she has learned along
the way. Sara's nurturing voice and enchanting
photography provide guidance on: storytelling, with
tips on finding your own visual style and personal
niche; making pictures, including composing for
Instagram, finding the best light, and getting the most
out of your camera phone; archiving your life, with
tips organized by themes like Craft & Making, Family
& Pets, and Food & Ingredients; and sharing your
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world, detailing
the keys to Instagram success and
beyond. Hashtag Authentic is both an inspiring
manual and an interactive tool for finding an online
voice, growing a tribe, and becoming an influencer.

Make Time for Creativity
What is your voice saying about you? Your unique
voice—its volume, tone, and pitch—is the invisible key
to a good first impression. But stress can cause your
voice to falter—right when you need to speak up!
Now, breath therapist and music teacher Jutta
Ritschel offers 65 easy exercises to keep your voice
always well-tuned—whether you’re rehearsing a
speech or performance, or simply seeking your most
confident self. Stretch like a cat: Free tense muscles,
widen your rib cage, and breathe deeply. Read aloud:
Practice expressing emotion! Befriend your voice:
Hear the difference between how you sound to
yourself and to others. Most important of all, you’ll
learn to find comfort in silence—and hear your inner
voice before you speak.

The Little Book of Speaking Up
A curator and essayist surveys the inner workings of
creative duos, from John Lennon and Paul McCartney
to Marie and Pierre Curie to Steve Jobs and Steve
Wozniak, and describes how their creative techniques
can be adapted and used in everyday life. 50,000 first
printing.

Playing Big
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Part artistic retreat, part guide to living a creative life
Venture into a space that intimately discusses how to
find time to express yourself and develop your
talents. Author Brandon Stosuy (co-founder of The
Creative Independent) taps into a diverse network of
working artists to provide perspective on how
creativity can be prioritized among the other
demands on your time. Posing a series of questions
on the themes of defining work-life balance, forming
daily rituals, setting intentions, meeting goals, and
taking time off from creativity, this book provides an
inspiring framework for building your own creative
process and using your time meaningfully. Includes
quotes by: Hanif Abdurraqib, Matthew Barney, David
Byrne, Vernon Chatman, Cynthia Daignault, Sadie
Dupuis, Tina Roth Eisenberg, Josh Fadem, Haley Fohr,
Brooks Ginnan, Sasha Hecht, Hermione Hoby, Chelsea
Hodson, Jenny Hval, Matthew Day Jackson, Elaine
Kahn, Emma Kohlmann, Prem Krishnamurthy, R. O.
Kwon, Dorothea Lasky, Sigrid Lauren, Shanekia
McIntosh, Mitski, Eileen Myles, Henry Rollins, JD
Samson, Sufjan Stevens, Lavender Suarez, Jia
Tolentino, Amelia Trask, Justin Vernon, Clive Smith,
and Chariot Wish

Find Your Voice: a Guided Journal for
Writing Your Truth
A little blue songbird longs to sing like her sisters. But
whenever she tries, she cannot get the tune right. Her
mother encourages her to leave home and find a song
that only she can sing. With courage and tenacity, she
travels the world, seeking advice from a crane, an
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owl, and a mean-looking
crow, and other birds, hoping
they will lead her to her special song. Told in gentle,
lyrical prose and with bright, beautiful watercolor
illustrations, The Blue Songbird is an empowering
story for kids of all shapes, sizes, and singing ability.

Finding the Personal Voice in Filmmaking
Art Lab for Kids, Express Yourself is a fun collection of
art activities that encourage children to create freely,
using their own thoughts and experiences as a guide.
One of the most important gifts we can give children
is to nurture their creativity and allow them to
express themselves freely. There's no better way to
express yourself than through creative art projects.
This is especially true for children because it gives
them an outlet to explore their developing interests
and strengths. Art Lab for Kids: Express Yourself
contains 52 brand new original art projects that will
draw out each young artist as they discover their
style, document their thoughts, and build confidence
in their unique perspective. Each lesson asks
questions and offers personal choices while
encouraging diverse approaches and creative
thinking. The Colorful Beasts project, which
incorporates discussion of endangered animals with
the Blue Rider art movement, asks children to use
torn colored tissue paper and glue to create an
expressive representation of a favorite vulnerable
animal. In I Built This City, children imagine and build
their own cityscape using columns of newspaper text
to make buildings on top of a watercolor painted
background, and detailed with marker. Many projects
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include varying
examples and executions of the
activity to illustrate and reinforce the open-ended
nature of the labs, inspiring children to embrace and
share their own voice. Give children the great gift of
creative self-exploration with Art Lab for Kids, Express
Yourself. The popular Lab for Kids series features a
growing list of books that share hands-on activities
and projects on a wide host of topics, including art,
astronomy, clay, geology, math, and even how to
create your own circus—all authored by established
experts in their fields. Each lab contains a complete
materials list, clear step-by-step photographs of the
process, as well as finished samples. The labs can be
used as singular projects or as part of a yearlong
curriculum of experiential learning. The activities are
open-ended, designed to be explored over and over,
often with different results. Geared toward being
taught or guided by adults, they are enriching for a
range of ages and skill levels. Gain firsthand
knowledge on your favorite topic with Lab for Kids.

Feck Perfuction
How often do you think, Im just not that good of a
speaker? Do you ever blame your bad listening on
being overworked or stressed out? Perhaps you wish
you could think and respond faster, or that you should
be more yourself, and you just dont know how?
Improv(e) provides you with ideas and activities that
will immediately bring out your best speaking,
listening, and social skills, all while helping you
become your best, authentic, and unapologetic self.
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Improv(E): Using Improv to Find Your
Voice, Style, and Self
Every artist needs a little pep talk now and then. An
inspiring tool and beautiful art book in one, Creative
Pep Talk offers illustrated words of wisdom from 50 of
today's leading creative professionals. With full-color,
typographic prints and explanatory statements from a
host of creative luminaries—including Aaron James
Draplin, Oliver Jeffers, Lisa Congdon, Mike Perry, and
many others—this volume encourages artists to stay
excited, experiment boldly, and conquer fear. "Create
curiosity," "Learn to say no," and "If you can't be
good, be different" are just a few of the motivational
maxims in this visually rich collection that's perfect
for students, designers, artists, and creatives at any
stage in their careers.
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